Cost-effective access to a package of 12 books from one of the world's leading English-language sources of Traditional Chinese Medicine.

Originating in ancient China, Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has continued to evolve over the centuries and has even extended globally – far west of East Asia. Practitioners effectively use herbal TCM methodologies to treat a wide range of conditions including: Obesity, Diabetes, High Cholesterol, Digestive Disorders, and more.

This collection includes 12 premium titles covering the application of TCM therapies and methods to clinical practice from People’s Medical Publishing House-China (PMPH).

People’s Medical Publishing House offers a global approach to medicine with publishing houses residing in both China and the United States. PMPH has a vast wealth of medical publications and published over 1,400 TCM books in the last 50 years.

**Publisher**
People’s Medical Publishing House

**What’s Included**
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Acne & Alopecia
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Diabetes & Obesity
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Lupus Erythematosus
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Male & Female Infertility
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Menstrual Disorders I: Dysfunctional Uterine Bleeding & Amenorrhea
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Menstrual Disorders II: Premenstrual Syndrome, Dysmenorrhea & Perimenopause
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Pelvic Inflammatory Disease & Miscarriage
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Postpartum Hypogalactia & Breast Hyperplasia Disease
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Psoriasis & Cutaneous Pruritus
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Scleroderma & Dermatomyositis
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Stroke & Parkinson’s Disease
- Clinical Practice of Chinese Medicine, The: Urticaria